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Detailed interference force and pressure data were obtained on a
representative wing-body--nacelle combination at Mach numbers of 0.9 to
1.4. The model consisted of a delta wing-body aerodynamic force model
with four independently supported nacelles located beneath the wing--body
combination. The model was 62.2 in. long and had a wing span of 40.8 in.
The model was mounted on a six-component force balance, and the left-hand
wing was pressure instrumented. Each of the two right-hand nacelles was
mounted on a six-component force balance housed in the thickness of the
nacelle, while each of the left-hand nacelles was pressure-instrumented.
The nacelle support system provided the flexibility of varying the posi-
tion of the nacelles relative to the wing-body combination and each other,
and the capability of controlling the mass flow through each nacelle.
The experimental program was conducted in the Ames 11- by 11-Foot
Wing Tunnel at a constant unit Reynolds number of 3.0 x 10 6/ft. The pri-
mary variables examined included Mach number, angle of attack, nacelle
position and nacelle mass-flow ratio. Four different configurations were
tested to identify various interference forces and pressures on each com-
ponent; these included tests of the isolated nacelle, the isolated wing-
body combination, the four nacelles as a unit, and the total wing-body-
nacelle combination. Nacelle axial location, relative to both the wing-
body-combination and to each other, was the most important variable in
determining the net interference among the components. The overall inter-
ference effects were found to be essentially constant over the operating
angle-of-attack range of the configuration, and nearly independent of
nacelle mass-flow ratio.
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
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W 8 N2 N2 (UPPER WING SURFACE) (ZAPU31)
SYMOL 2Y/B X-INBO MACH PARAMETRIC VALES
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W 8	 (UPPER WING SURFACE)	 [ RAPU36 ]
5YMEKL 2Y/8	 ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 .122	 .sw	 .B99	 x-MA	 52.000 OX	 .000
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SYPO M_ 2Y/B	 ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 .122	 5.030	 .898
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FW B CUPPFR WING SURFACE) (RAPU3B)
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SYMBOL 2Y/a 	 AU"	 MACH
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W B	 (UPPER WING SURFACE)	 CRAPU38)
SYMBOL 2y/a 	ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 .122	 5.900	 1,150	 X-MA	 52.000	 DX	 ODD
	
.294	 2YO/13	 .550	 2YI/B	 .250
.637
MODEL STATION-INCHES, X
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kW B	 (UPPER WING SURFACE)	 CR.APU38) i
SYMEKL ZYA	 ALWA	 MACE!	 PARAMETRIC VAL3k5
Q	 .322	 5.050	 1.303	 x-MA	 52JDM DX
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SYMM 2Y/8	 ALPHA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .122
	
6.150 1.300 X-K&	 52.000	 OX	 .0000
.294 2Y0/B	 ,550	 2YI/8	 .2500 .456
D .637
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W 8 (UPPER WING SURFACE)
SYMBOL 2Y/8	 ALPHA MACH
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W 8 (UPPER WING SURFACE) CRAPU38)
SYMBOL 2Y/8	 ALPHA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
O .122	 5.100 1.397 X-MA	 52.000	 OX	 .000
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W B (UPPER WING SURFACE)
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W 8
	
(UPPER WING SURFACE)	 ERAPU39)
5YMML 2Y/8	 ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMO RLC YALL£S
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W B (UPPER WING SURFACE) CRAPU39)	 ~ ~^
SWIM 2Y/8	 ALPHA MACH PARAMETRIC VALLE5
Q .122
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W 8 (UPPER WING SURFACE) €RAPU391
SYMBOL 2Y/8	 ALPHA MACH
Y
PARAMETRIC VALUES
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iW 8	 (UPPER WING SURFACE)	 (RAPU39)
SYMOM 2Y/e	 ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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W 8	 (UPPER WING SURFACE)	 (RAPU39)
SYMBOL 2t.8
	
ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALLES
0	 .122	 6.050	 1.149	 x MA	 48.000	 DX	 .000
13	 ,2S4	 2YQ/8	 .550	 2Y!/B	 .250
Q	 .466
O	 ,637
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MODEL STATION-INCHES. X
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W 8	 ( UPPER WI NG SURFACE )	 C RAPU39 ]	 -^~
SYMB& 2Y/O	 ALPHA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 .122	 5.000	 1.400	 x-MA	 49.000	 Ox	 .000
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W B	 (UPPER WING SURFACE) 	 [RAPU40)
S1 MML 2r/B	 ALPHA	 fQZH	 PARAMETR 1 C VALUES
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